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Summary 

In this document we discuss the need of having native tensor list support in ONNX. In section Background, 

we provide several example use cases in PyTorch framework. In the next sections, we first  describe 

preliminarily what would native tensor list in ONNX look like, how it would solve these problems. Then we 

describe a potential workaround solution without updating ONNX.  

 

Background 

In PyTorch model convertions, models are first converted to PTIR graph by JIT/tracer. The PTIR graph is 

then converted to ONNX graph. Tensor List is one of the data structures supported in PTIR that has been 

used widely in many real world models. E.g. speech models that iterates over a list of tensors, and 

detection models, where a list of images(of difference sizes) are passed in as inputs, and a list of 

detections(of different counts) are produced as outputs.  

Here are two simple examples in PyTorch. We will revisit this example in the next two sections to 

showcase how we could express it in ONNX. 

Case 1 

class SplitClass(torch.jit.ScriptModule): 

    @torch.jit.script_method 

    def forward(self, x): 

        out = x.split(1, 0) 

        return out 

This example tries to return the output from the split operator. The original PTIR graph looks like this: 

PTIR graph(%x.1 : Float(4, 5)): 

  %1 : int = prim::Constant[value=1]() # custom_loop.py:153:23 

  %2 : int = prim::Constant[value=0]() # custom_loop.py:153:26 

  %out.1 : Tensor[] = aten::split(%x.1, %1, %2) # custom_loop.py:153:15 

  return (%out.1) 

 

Input tensor `x` splits on axis 0, with each split size of 1. The number of outputs is dynamic since the shape 

of `x` can be dynamic. Below is another example that involves control flow.  

Case 2 

class ListWithIfClass(torch.jit.ScriptModule): 

    @torch.jit.script_method 



    def forward(self, x): 

        x_arr = x.unbind(0) 

        arr = [] 

        for t in x_arr: 

            if torch.all(t > 0): 

                arr.append(t) 

        return arr 

 

This is a case that we first unbind an input tensor on a selected axis. We then construct a list tensor from 

the unbind result with only tensors that are all positive, and return it as output.  

The corresponding PTIR graph: 

PTIR graph(%x.1 : Float(2, 3), 

      %y.1 : Long()): 

  %2 : int = prim::Constant[value=0]() # custom_loop.py:204:26 

  %x_arr.1 : Tensor[] = aten::unbind(%x.1, %2) # custom_loop.py:204:17 

  %arr.1 : Tensor[] = prim::ListConstruct() 

  %5 : int = aten::len(%x_arr.1) # custom_loop.py:206:9 

   = prim::Loop(%5, %1) # custom_loop.py:206:9 

    block0(%6 : int): 

      %t.1 : Tensor = aten::__getitem__(%x_arr.1, %6) # custom_loop.py:206:9 

      %8 : Tensor = aten::gt(%t.1, %2) # custom_loop.py:207:26 

      %9 : Tensor = aten::all(%8) # custom_loop.py:207:16 

      %10 : bool = aten::Bool(%9) # custom_loop.py:207:16 

       = prim::If(%10) # custom_loop.py:207:13 

        block0(): 

          %11 : Tensor[] = aten::append(%arr.1, %t.1) # custom_loop.py:208:17 

          -> () 

        block1(): 

          -> () 

      -> (%1) 

  return (%arr.1) 

 

Some key features about the tensor list data structure: 

1. The length of tensor[] is dynamic.  

2. Each tensor element within can have different datatype and shape. 

The issues we have with current ONNX design is the following 

1. How to handle the creation of Tensor[]. How to handle operators that consume Tensor[] as a 

whole. ONNX has variadic inputs/outputs, but that is not dynamic. 

2. How to handle operators that consume selected item within Tensor[]. E.g. list[idx] where idx is 

dynamic.  



3. How to pass the tensor[] as output of the graph. 

 

Native Tensor List support 

Similar to PTIR, if we support tensor list natively. Here are some of updates to ONNX. The design here is 

preliminary, just to give an idea of the scope of changes. 

1. Add tensor list to proto(similar to sequence in ONNX-ML). 

2. Many existing ops that have variadic inputs/outputs can potentially update to tensor list. 

• Tensor[] Split(Tensor a, Tensor split, int64_t axis) 

3. New operators: 

• Tensor[] ListConstruct(Tensor a, Tensor b, ...) 

• Tensor[] ListInsert(Tensor[] list, Tensor idx, Tensor item) 

• Tensor ListGetItem(Tensor[] list, Tensor idx) 

• Tensor ListLen(Tensor[] list) 

The benefits of this approach are 

1. It makes ONNX richer, and cleaner in expressing such scenarios. 

2. It is more efficient, especially when tensor elements have different shapes. 

3. It is more scalable for model conversion. There is no need to create post-passes that are specific 

to each related operator. 

 

Workaround Solution with Existing infrastructures 

Since tensor list is just a data structure for holding tensors, an immediate solution that would come to 

mind is to keep track of the life span of the tensor list, and carefully handle all its use cases so that to avoid 

introducing the tensor list itself. In the above example, we can do a post pass of the PTIR graph, record 

each place where the tensor list is created and used. E.g. For tensor list created from an output of split, 

we can hold on to that split operator, search in the remainder of the graph where the output is used, and 

replace every usages by slicing the original input. For tensor list operation like append, we can concat the 

results everytime when it is appended. If the tensor shapes are not matching, then maybe we can pad 

with zeros, and record the shape in a separate tensor.   

This approach is not scalable and creates highly inefficient graph. 

1. Multiple post-passes are required for model conversion. All operators that are related to tensor 

list need to be handled carefully. 

2. Large number of extra nodes are inserted in order to mimic the behavior of tensor list. This 

makes the produced ONNX graph unclear and confusing.  

3. The performance is bad due to a lot of potential meaningless concat and splits.  

 

 


